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ED SEZ

H

ello

dear

reader,
The last of
the summer

events have now concluded,
the main event in March,
Chillout in Daylesford was a
huge

success.

Thanks

to

everyone for the support and
attendance.
The March edition contains a couple of articles about Chillout. There is also a
write up on the European classic car show in Yarra Glen that was held late last
month.
Finally we have an interesting article about one wheeled vehicles.
As always, if you have anything interesting that you think our readers may enjoy,
please send it to editor@motafrenz.org.au
Mat
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PREZ SEZ

A

nd with a sigh of relief, our
summer

events

have

concluded!

Our busy period culminated with the Chillout
Festival in Daylesford. Many of you would know
that Motafrenz revived a long tradition of
booking a house for the weekend.
To our surprise, all beds were taken and rather quickly, at that. The renewed
interest has prompted the committee to start looking at booking a house for next
year-keep an eye out for details. Motafrenz were well represented at the parade
and carnival; many thanks to all those who participated. Our gratitude also goes
to our member Fr. Neil F. and his partner John, for hosting a morning tea on the
Saturday drive. A Motafrenz gathering in a church must be a first!
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The committee has worked very hard to ensure that Motafrenz has been
represented at all these events. Planning began many months ago, and the
committee will be conducting a review shortly. A special mention must go to
Alan Benedetti, who has attended every single event over this period and done
much organising.
Finally, while the weather is mild and pleasant, consider joining us for a Sunday
drive…

Happy motoring,

Kind Regards,
Brett
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GAY-TRACTIONS
MONTHLY EVENTS
CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER (second Wednesday of every
month)
The Committee invites you to come along and participate in the monthly Club & Committee Meeting.
If you have an event idea or any other suggestions, this is the perfect opportunity to have your say.
After the meeting, we enjoy a good pub meal and a few light refreshments.
DATES:
Wednesday 11th April 2018
Wednesday 9th May 2018
Wednesday 13th June 2018

…

TIME: Arrive by 6:45pmish and meet us upstairs in our meeting room. Committee starts at 7pm.
After the meeting we will move to our pre-booked table downstairs in the Dining Room. We will then
order our dinner (service is quick here).
WHERE: Due to sales of local pubs, we have had to book at short notice at various locations. We
hope to find a regular location. In the meantime, please contact us regarding details.
COST (only if dining at the hotel): Main course $17 - $25
BOOKING: Preferred
CONTACT: Joseph S - secretary@motafrenz.org.au
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SLOT CAR RACING (Third Wednesday of the month)
A Light-hearted, fun evening at Chris’ slot car raceway on the third Wednesday of each month. Loan
cars available for newcomers. Experience levels vary and the main thing is to enjoy the
camaraderie, have a laugh and a social chat. BYO snacks. Soft drinks, tea and coffee is provided.
Please arrive between 7:30 - 8:00 PM. RSVP to Chris at chrispics30@hotmail.com
DATES:
Wednesday 18th April 2018
Wednesday 16th May 2018
Wednesday 20th June 2018

…

SUNDAY DRIVE & LUNCH (3rd Sunday of Every Month)
For details see events listing which follow here.

4WD DAY TRIPS
For details see events listing which follow here. 4wd trip guides available in “4wd Treks Close to
Melbourne – 3rd edition” – published by boilingbilly.net.au For more details contact Gordon
Campbell - 0407 882 696 - property@motafrenz.org.au

FYI EVENTS
Note: With regard to events not organised by Motafrenz: the nature of events and the entertainment
provided is outside the control of Motafrenz. Members may care to view the event's website where
they can assess for themselves, from their point of view, the suitability of the event and the
entertainment provided by the organisers.
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APRIL

THIRD SUNDAY DRIVE – YARRA VALLEY WINE TOUR
Sunday 15 April
MEET: Caltex Woolworths 5 Blackburn Rd Doncaster East Departing 10:30am

DETAILS: Once again Brett, our club's very own viticulturist, will be taking the club on our annual
wine tour. This time it will be hitting more Yarra Valley wineries. There is also the opportunity of
visiting the Shannon's/AOMC American Car show as we may have some members attending that
event. Join us for this wonderful autumn day of cruising around the Yarra Valley region with good
company and food and a scenic drive. You may choose to attend the Shannon's/AOMC American
Car show at the Yarra Glen race course after lunch or continue to visit further wineries with Brett
ROAD CONDITIONS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads

SUITS CARS: All types

DESTINATION: Various wineries in the Yarra Valley region

COST: Generally a pub lunch and your choice to buy wines

BOOKING: Preferred so we know who to wait for and helpful for bookings

BRING: Friends, cheer and map and your pride and joy be it car, partner or family

PETS: Will depend on the various wineries but generally they are not a problem if kept on a lead in
appropriate areas

CONTACT: Brett H email:Contact events@motafrenz.org.au
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AOMC AMERICAN MOTORING SHOW
Sunday 15 April WHEN: Sunday 15 April, 10:00am-04:00pm

WHERE: Yarra Glen Racecourse, Armstrong Avenue, Yarra Glen

WHEN: Display cars gate is open 9am to 11am. Spectators from 10am and finishes at 3pm

DETAILS: This is always a big and spectacular show and this year it is a lovely drive to Yarra Glen
for this event. Last year a club member took out the veteran car of the show and typically there are
a few members that attend this wonderful show of American motoring with some amazing examples.
Motafrenz is affiliated with the AOMC and is always welcome so you are encouraged to attend and
let Jeff W know you're going and a reserved space for Motafrenz will be made available.

PRE-MEET: No pre-meet at this stage as we typically only ever have a few members attending,
however that could be considered closer to the day.

SUITS CARS: North American made vehicle if displaying.

COST: Display cars $15.00 (passengers included), Spectators Adult $8.00, Children under 14 are
free. Pass outs will be available for vehicle occupants and spectators.

BOOKING: Required if you are showing your car.
CLUB ENDORSED SHOW & SHINE EVENT: Per the Club’s Constitution, all members with a car
on CPS number plates are required to have their car sighted at one event per year and this is a
perfect opportunity to show your pride and joy!

BRING: Your American car if you are showing it, and family and friends. There are plenty of food
and drink stalls or bring your picnic lunch.

CONTACT: Jeff W email: events@motafrenz.org.au

EVENT INFORMAT ION: CLUB DISPLAY: Club displays are welcomed and encouraged. A trophy
for the best club display will be awarded. To park together it’s a good idea to arrive together.
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Trophies will be awarded for a number of categories and the presentation will be held at 1.30 pm.
The Car of the Show Award will be made from pre-entered competitors only. An entry fee of $20
plus normal admission will apply. Entries for the Car of the Show can be made prior to the Show
using the entry form that can be downloaded from www.aomc.asn.au/americanmotoringshow2018
or enter on the day until 10.00 am, or by contacting the Shows enquiry line 03 9890 0524. Car of
the Show entrants will be parked in a special display area. The Robert Shannon Award will be made
to a young enthusiast who attends the show driving a classic vehicle.

LINKS: http://www.aomc.asn.au/shannons-american-motoring-show

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 11 April DETAILS – See first page.

SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 18 April DETAILS – See first page of this Event List

ANZAC DAY DRIVE TO MALMSBURY FOR LUNCH
Sunday 25 April

TIME: 10:30 am to 5 pm ish.

MEET: BP service station, Holden Road, 937 Calder Fwy, Calder Park. Leaving BP at 11 am

DETAILS: This is just a short social and casual drive to Malmsbury for lunch and to enjoy catching
up. We'll have a look around Malmsbury at our leisure. Any ideas are welcome if you know of
something we should see
ROAD CONDITIONS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads

SUITS CARS: All types

DESTINATION: Malmsbury café or pub for lunch

COST: Only for your own food unless we find something to visit with an entry fee

BOOKING: Nice let let the event leader you're coming so we know who to wait for
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BRING: Friends, cheer and map and your pride and joy be it car, partner or family.

PETS: At your discretion. Some places may be pet friendly but no guarantees

CONTACT: Jeff W email: of text on the day: 0429 311 737 Contact events@motafrenz.org.au

2018 YARRA VALLEY PRIDE CUP
Wednesday 28th April 2018

TIME: 10:00 am to 8:00 pm

MEET: Yarra Glen Football Ground Healesville-Yarra Glen Rd Yarra Glen

DETAILS: This year the Yarra Valley Pride Cup celebrates it's 5th anniversary of celebrating
diversity and inclusion for LGBTI people in sport. Last year we had a very small presence
representing Motafrenz and it was agreed that we would officially participate again this year with
more members and even a car display.
“In men's football Yarra Glen will play Alexandra in a special twilight Pride Cup, while a senior
women's football Pride Cup will be held for the first time featuring the St Kilda Sharks up against
the Eastern Devils. Special guests on game day will include former Olympic swimmer Daniel
Kowalski, Olympic snowboarder Belle Brockhoff and transgender footballer and L GBTI advocate
Hannah Mouncey.”

There will also be Food trucks & community stalls, facepainting for kids, Proud2Play sports clinic,
Auskick for Rainbow Families, Coverage on JOY 949 and Yarra Valley FM
ROAD CONDITIONS: Sealed – Freeway & main roads

SUITS CARS: All types

DESTINATION: Yarra Glen Football oval

COST: Admission is $10 for adults and free for children under 16

BOOKING: Let Anthony know you're coming along so that there is enough room to display club
cars together
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BRING: Friends, cheer and map and your pride and joy be it car, partner or family.

PETS: TBA

CONTACT: Anthony email: community@motafrenz.org.au

LINKS: https://www.facebook.com/events/156439688387378

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 14 March DETAILS – See first page.

SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 21 March DETAILS – See first page of this Event List
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MAY

RACV-AOMC NATIONAL MOTORING HERITAGE DAY
Sunday 20 May
Visit: http://www.aomc.asn.au/national-motoring-heritage-day/
More info TBA
Contact events@motafrenz.org.au

CLUB & COMMITTEE MEETING FOLLOWED BY DINNER
2nd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 9 May DETAILS – See first page.

SLOT CAR RACING
3rd Wednesday of every month!
DATE: Wednesday 16 May DETAILS – See first page of this Event List
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CHILLOUT PARADE
By David including pics.

With the end of summer rapidly approaching, it is always nice to wake
up to a Motafrenz outing at this time of year with blue skies and warm
weather. Especially as we were attending the Chillout street parade and
then outdoor Carnival. It is the 21st year of this event, consequently
there was a genuine significance to the day.
The early morning drive to Daylesford is enjoyable because you travel
up the Western Freeway at a reasonable pace (albeit restricted by
Australia’s archaic, revenue focused speed limit regime...). Then turnoff onto a scenic and winding route of around 30 kilometres to the town.
There is definitely an atmosphere of excitement and celebration when
you enter and park. Other Motafrenz members and their cars were
already gathering in Duke Street for the parade when I arrived. We had
the necessary convertibles in the form of 1970s and 1990s MercedesBenz’s, in addition to a rare Toyota Celica. Also the aristocratic 1960s
Rover P5 sedan. Holden were represented with a 1960s EH Premier
and a glorious HT GTS ute. There was a bustle of activity as decorations
and flags were applied to the cars, the large Motafrenz banner unfurled
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and guest passengers (the Hepburn Shire Mayor and gay celebrities)
organised.

The importance of Motafrenz to Chillout cannot be

underestimated. Without our contribution of beautiful cars you wonder
how these people, who are a key attraction, would be appropriately
transported.
At 10.30am sharp the parade began with the traditional Dykes on Bikes
leading the way. Not to be outdone, there was a contingent of male
motorbike riders following. Then came other organisations, including our
club. The number of pageant entrants this year was the largest ever
(over 40), including the emergency services CFA, SES and police all well
into the spirit of festival. A reminder of the recent same sex marriage
law success, with celebrants present, added to the occasion.

The

considerable number of enthusiastic spectators, of all ages, overflowing
on the pavements and street’s centre median strip was astonishing.
Perhaps a little better crowd control next year Chillout organisers? There
were some near misses between vehicles and people. After two circuits
of the retail strip the parade is over it was off to the Carnival venue at
Victoria Park.
Motafrenz had an allocated site near the main entrance, and beside the
information booth, so we were well placed to be seen. Up with the
portable gazebo, put out the table and chairs (many hands help here)
and organise the cars into a presentable arrangement.
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CHILLOUT SATURDAY DRIVE,
PARADE, CARNIVAL, AND BBQ
By Jeff W. Pics by various participants.

2018 saw Motafrenz once again attend the Daylesford Chillout
festival's 21st birthday and also the 21st attendance of Motafrenz, and
the return of the Motafrenz club weekend away house.

With a constant trickle of late arrivals to the house on the Friday, from
those who took the day off to arrive early to those that arrive later, this
was a successful venture back to the earlier days of shared
accommodation with club members. The large house was in Hepburn
some kilometres from Daylesford. The house worked well and some
members cooked up scrumptious food for all.

Saturday's drive started by visiting a club member's church in
Daylesford. Here many of us met up with member Neil and his partner,
where we were treated to a wonderful morning tea and a background
of the important work Neil is doing in the region. Alas Neil was upset
that Oscar the Trabant was not out of the mechanics due to a
carburettor jet not arriving in time. When Oscar is back on the road, it
will be the only Trabant in Australia on the road out of 3,096,999 ever
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made and very few changes over three decades of manufacturing. I
understand from my European travels that this is a cult car even
although it is not one of the world’s best cars. We certainly look forward
to seeing Oscar on the road soon.

From there, some of us headed to Chillout events while the rest of us
headed of for the Maze House and got lost in the maze but we did
have many winders that found all the hide and seek pictures. After
some fun amusement nonsense we then headed to Captains Creek
winery. This wonderful winery has organic certification and when
returning to the club house later, a newspaper article mentioned that all
there food is organic and grown there or locally and that they are shortlisted for a national award. Several of us bought various wines and we
headed off to the Swiss Mountain Hotel (no mountains in sight) for a
scrumptious lunch to finish of this event nicely.

Come Sunday morning was the Chillout parade. The Motafrenz cars
and marchers looked great. This year was huge. Significantly larger
than previous years and this event seems to be getting bigger all the
time. So we assembled and dress up the cars. The usual dignitaries,
officials and celebrities got a ride where they could as usual. Trace in
her SLK Benz resplendent with '21' balloons carrying Ro Allen, the
Victorian Commissioner for Gender and Sexuality. Walkers, Alan,
Marcus carrying the banner with the new poles, Gordon, Mat and
Joseph on foot with waving flags. James in his red Celica with the
amazing Jessica looking resplendent as usual and accompanied by a
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couple of supporting young lads in boas by her side and a walking
entourage. Myself with my brother in the EH Holden, Chris in his
gentlemanly Rover carrying the Mayor of course, and Doug his hot
SLC coup with Dolly Diamond and Noel Gallagher, guest Anthony in
the Holden ute, and yes Motafrenz was once again in the parade for
the 21st time I'm told. The parade route was packed with onlookers,
kiddies and babies lining the street. There was a public address system
for the first time. I understand JOY FM were announcing and
broadcasting from the town hall and were giving a running description.
We supplied a description for the club so I am sure they used it.

After the parade we beelined to the Carnival where we were told that
we were entering in through the front gate. Hmm. No we were not.
Again we had to do figure out what was going on and had to do a
massive horse shoe to get to our spot just inside the front gate. This
meant we had to carefully drive pretty much through main areas. This
also made it somewhat awkward to help the late arrivals for the club
display. Anyway were worked it out and we were in a great spot just
inside the main gate to be seen by all. Many other members joined us
giving our display probably one of the best show we've ever had there.
We were also next to the alcohol tokens stall which meant that every
boozer definitely saw us. There was considerable interest and new
members signed up. This spot offered great afternoon shade and
plenty of conversation. Leaving was another challenge due to the
nature of the large horse shoe way in. Some drove around the carnival
in circles to get out. Others escaped though the main front gate if
allowed. Hopefully next year that will have ironed out this debacle and
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we will make an effort to make sure they do. Otherwise we were well
looked after by the organisers.

After the Carnival was over, it was time for the club house barbecue.
This was a success with Gordon staying as an extra overnight. A
special thank you to Joseph and Leigh for making the house feel very
homely catering efforts but I know others did a lot too. So that was it
again and we will return only to have more fun next year guaranteed.
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CLASSIC SHOWCASE AT
YARRA GLEN
By Mat G including pics.

It was a pleasant, comfortable day at the Yarra Glen racecourse for the
2018 RACV AOMC Classic Showcase, The annual European car
showcase held at the end of February.
There was a strong showing of cars from all corners of Europe and a
couple of non-European cars that obviously had become lost.
Motafrenz had a strong and varied showing, Jared with his BMW 318i,
Gordon, Damian, and Alan, with their Volvos, Rowan with his Range
Rover, My FSM Niki on its first outing with club plates, John with his
Porsche 928, and a random Ferrari 330GT that decided to park next to
our display.
Having set up our stall, there was a leisurely day to spend spent
exploring the various vehicles, chatting to interested visitors and
lounging and having lunch at the stall.
Things were winding down in the afternoon as we made our ways
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home. My dad had driven the car on the way up, so I decided to drive it
back. Not the best idea as I had struggled with launching from
stationary, involving a number of stalls. On inspection upon returning
we did find some dry material in the carburettor and that the spark
plugs could do with a change, so I can be relieved that my struggles
weren’t just down to bad driving!
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TRACTOR TIRES AND
GYROSCOPES: CHARLES
TAYLOR’S ONE-WHEEL
EXPERIMENTS
Thanks to Jeff W for supplying the article.
Taken

from

https://www.hemmings.com/blog/2008/06/05/tractor-tires-

and-gyroscopes-charles-taylors-one-wheel-experiments/ article by Daniel
Strohl 5th June 2008.

Share
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Believing both four-wheeled and two-wheeled vehicles naturally
unsuited to mountain trails, Charles F. Taylor of Golden, Colorado,
decided a one-wheeled vehicle could tackle rough terrain far better
than any conventional vehicle. Unlike many dreamers and
theoreticians, however, Taylor had the engineering capabilities to
design such a vehicle, the fabrication abilities to actually build working
prototypes and the tenacity to follow his vision.

However, his achievements largely remained unacknowledged until
after his death, when Oliver O’Reilly, an instructor at Berkeley, taught a
seminar on movies and mechanics. One of his students in that
seminar, Tony Urry, approached O’Reilly. Through his cousin, who had
married Mary Anne Taylor, Charles Taylor’s daughter, Urry learned of
Taylor’s experiments and the patents he took out on them.
According to O’Reilly, after finishing his undergraduate study at the
University of Colorado, Taylor worked for a variety of companies –
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Coors Porcelain, Hathaway Instrument Company – before landing at
Morse Chain, later a division of Borg-Warner, in the late 1960s. “As a
young man, he worked for International Harvester and always admired
how they were able to make tractors and farm implements for every
farmer,” Mary Anne Urry said. However, his main passion, starting in
about 1939, was developing a vehicle propelled, suspended, braked
and steered by one wheel.

His efforts culminated in about 1956, when he apparently filed his first
patent on the one-wheeled vehicle and filmed himself driving the onewheeled vehicle (wearing a pair of Converse Chuck Taylors no less).
Though he abandoned that first patent, in 1960 he filed a subsequent
patent that the patent office granted in August 1964.
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But he wasn’t quite satisfied. According to Urry, “I think my dad did
want to mass produce the vehicle, which he always called his ‘rig.’ He
took his plans to the Pentagon in the 1950s to try to sell it to the
military.” However, Fred W. Crismon’s book, “U.S. Military Wheeled
Vehicles,” contains no mention of any testing of Taylor’s prototype.
Still, Taylor continued developing the “rig” at least through 1965, over a
series of at least three prototypes, though largely in secret. “In this he
reminds me of the Wright brothers who didn’t like their invention to be
seen by too many prying eyes,” Urry said. “I always felt the Wright
brothers just made those aircraft just for the fun of it, not really knowing
how their invention would be used. Maybe my dad was the same.”
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After O’Reilly learned of the one-wheeled vehicle and obtained the
home video of Taylor testing his invention, he showed the video to
several of his classes and began to try to figure out the mechanisms
illustrated in the 1964 patent, along with two of his undergraduates,
Bernice Yen and Tim Wheeler. “My interest was pure curiosity and I
was fascinated by how Taylor managed to design and test his
ingenious machines,” O’Reilly said. “Later on, with two other students,
Eric Lew and Bayram Orazov, I managed to develop models which
explained several features of Taylor’s machines.”
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Though O’Reilly discussed possibly building a physical model of the
one-wheeler with Colorado School of Mines professor Kevin Moore,
who has access to some of the components of Taylor’s vehicles,
Moore said nothing really came of the idea. “Taylor approached CSM,
as he lived in our backyard, to see if there was interest in a prototype
and, while there was, it was not enough to proceed,” Moore said. “The
idea was that maybe a senior design team would take it on and the
project was offered a couple of years but no students bit. Unfortunately,
there was no money on the table to support the activity.”
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Could it have worked? Could a one-wheeler have feasibly entered
production in such a configuration? And could Taylor have ever
become a well-respected engineer rather than an historical footnote?
Dunno, but we’re digging the little sports car-like one-wheeler Taylor
floated in his patent filing.
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Third Wednesday of the month
RSVP (Essential): Chris M - 0409 564 432 chrispics30@hotmail.com
www.vintage-slot-car-racing.com/motafrenz.htm
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